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Record starting field at CDI 4* in Leudelange/LUX 
  
A record starting field of 150 riders from 30 nations is expected at the CDI 4* in Leudelange/LUX. 
For the second time, the Riders Club Luxembourg invites the dressage elite to the perfectly 
prepared Écuriés des près of the Sunnen family from 2 to 7 July - and everyone comes. This is how 
the US-American team has announced its arrival, led by World Cup silver medallist and World Cup 
seventh Adrienne Lyle and two-time Olympic team bronze medallist and World Cup winner Steffen 
Peters. From a German point of view Nadine Capellmann, Christoph Koschel and Hendrik 
Lochthowe are expected. And of course, the Luxembourg European Championship aspirants Fie 
Christine Skarsoe, Sascha Schulz and Nicolas Wagner will use the opportunity for a form check. 
"We have incredibly labour-intensive weeks behind us, so that this probably worldwide largest 
dressage event will also be a dressage festival.  And we have also ordered the best weather, which 
will probably be delivered on time", smiles tournament manager Christof Umbach. The much-
travelled Grand Prix judge knows what riders, horses, grooms, spectators and of course sponsors 
want. "You really have to think of everything, because at the end of the day it's the details that 
decide". 
The international entry competition for the five-year-old dressage horses will open the event on 
Tuesday, 2nd July, at 8.00 a.m..  
Highlights will then be the Grand Prix on Friday, 5th July at 4 p.m., the floodlight Grand Prix 
freestyle on Saturday, 6th July at 8.30 p.m., the Grand Prix on Sunday, 7th July at 2 p.m. and the 
Grand Prix Speial at 4 p.m. on Sunday, 7th July. 
"We would also like to win new dressage enthusiasts - and have greatly expanded the show and 
catering area for this purpose," announces Christof Umbach. "Admission is free and anyone who 
would like to be enchanted by the magic of dressage sports while enjoying a delicious meal and a 
good glass of wine is in the right place with us". 
  
Further information can be found at www.dressage-grand-ducal.com 
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